ABSTRACT Term weighting is one of the most commonly used approaches, which works by assigning weights to terms, that aims to improve the performance of information retrieval or text categorization tasks. In this paper, we present a novel term weighting technique, called discriminative feature spamming technique (DFST), which identifies distinctive terms, based on a term utility criteria (TUC), and then spams them to increase their discriminative power. The experimental results show that the DFST outperformed a set of time-tested term weighting schemes, from the information retrieval field. All the experiments were performed on the largest ever Roman Urdu (RU) dataset of 11000 reviews, which was collected and annotated for this work. In addition, a custom tokenizer was built, which further improved classification accuracy. A cross-scheme comparison was performed, which showed that the results obtained by using the newly proposed DFST, were statistically significant and better than previous approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rise in internet enabled hand-held devices, an everincreasing volume of people are voicing their opinions and sentiments using social media, such as with web blogs and product review websites. To analyze this huge data, there arises the need of automated systems, such as Sentiment Analysis [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , which can convert this user generated raw data into meaningful information. This information can be used by organizations to understand their dynamic consumer base and to improve their product quality.
A basic step in such a system, is the formal representation of a text document and the identification of relevant features. The traditional approach for carrying out this task, is to use a Vector Space Model (VSM), in which each document is represented as a vector of unordered features (commonly known as a bag of words representation) and in turn each feature is represented by its weight in a vector [5] . The term weights are the key components [6] to enhance the classification effectiveness of any Information Retrieval (IR), or text categorization task. To define these term weights, many term weighting techniques have been formulated and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gang Li. many such techniques were designed for the specific needs of IR systems [7] . Current techniques, like Relevant Document Frequency (RDF), Information Gain, chi-square and Mutual Information, are insufficient, because they only consider the statistical distribution of a term to establish its discriminative power, without considering the categorical labels attached to those documents [8] .
Since, due to the curse of dimensionality, the performance of most of the machine learning algorithms deteriorates with large data, most of the above-mentioned schemes are used to engineer a good feature space, by ranking the terms as per their importance in the corpus, and then selecting the top N terms for categorization. Such schemes improve the performance of machine learning algorithms, by optimizing the feature space and prediction time. However confusingly, some previous studies show that feature selection produces better classification accuracies, while other studies show otherwise [58] . Therefore, the other approach is to keep all the terms, assign appropriate weights to each term, as per its statistical distribution, and then apply machine learning algorithms [9] . Binary feature weighting, Raw term frequency, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) and its other variants, fall into this category. Such schemes assign importance to a term based on a local and/or global parameter.
All the above-mentioned term weighting schemes, do not consider class information in calculating term weights. Since most of the work in sentiment analysis is based on supervised learning, where the class information of each training document is available [10] . We believe that efficient utilization of available class information to calculate term weights, can effectively improve the prediction accuracy of a sentiment analysis task, as it has already been established in the literature, that choosing an effective term weighting scheme outperforms the parameter tuning of Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11] .
In this work, we propose a novel term weighting technique for a Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis (RUSA), called DFST. To the best of our knowledge, no such scheme has previously been proposed, which spams the discriminative features to improve classification accuracy. We believe that this scheme is effective for all those languages, such as RU, where no standard exists for representing the language in Latin Script and where spelling selection is user dependent [40] , [41] .
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) A novel term weighting technique for Roman Urdu
Sentiment Analysis is proposed, which utilizes a termutility criterion to establish the discriminative power of a term. The proposed technique, referred to as DFST, outperforms other well-known term weighting techniques, such as, Binary weighting, Raw term frequency and TFIDF, when using accuracy as performance measure. In addition, t-tests shows that the improvements are statistically significant. 2) A state-of-the-art Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis System is built, that uses the largest ever Roman Urdu dataset of 11000 reviews. 3) A tokenizer for our Roman Urdu dataset is proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II includes related work on different feature weighting techniques. Section III describes the complexities and challenges of text data in general and Roman Urdu in particular. Section IV comprises the details of the RU dataset and how it was gathered and annotated for sentiment analysis. Section V gives an overview of the algorithms, while Section VI describes the different features used in this work. Section VII describes the different term weighting schemes used in this research, including DFST. Section VIII describes the details of the proposed feature weighting technique. Section IX briefly describes the methodology, while Section X gives the detailed results and discussion. Finally, section XI concludes this study and indicates directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Computing and assigning weights to different features to determine their contribution in distinguishing a document from other documents in the corpus, is an intuitive idea. Features can be characters, words and parts of speech units. A Vector Space Model (VSM) represents the contents of a text document in a feature space, so that it can be understood, consumed and classified by a machine learning algorithm. Different features have different discriminating powers in each text document. It is the task of a term weighting scheme to assign different weights to each feature, based on its discriminating power in a document [12] . In [13] , the author in the late 50s, identified for the first time that automatic text retrieval, without knowing the semantics of the information, is possible by doing a comparison between the stored text and a user query. This work laid the foundation of ''term weighting schemes'' for automatic text retrieval [14] . Some well-known schemes use corpus wide statistical information to assign term weights and are most widely used in information retrieval tasks. For example, Term Frequency (TF), Normalized term frequency, Document Frequency (DF) and Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) [15] . The well-known term weighting scheme, TFIDF, has proved to be very effective in many information retrieval and text mining tasks [15] , [10] . Some weighting schemes [16] exploited the categorical information available in the training data, for assigning weights to terms, by replacing the IDF factor in TFIDF with some common functions used for feature selections, like chisquare (χ2), Information Gain (IG) and Gain Ratio (GR). But the results show that these variants of TFIDF do not show consistent improvements against traditional TFIDF. After that, weighting schemes which exploit the categorical information in training data, have become a hot area of research [17] and has attracted many researchers [5] , [18] , [19] . For example, feature selection techniques assign weights to the terms globally at the corpus level and then select the top N-terms that together have good predictive power. Some such schemes are Information Gain (IG) [20] , which utilizes chi-square (χ2) and raw frequency, to assign weights to features and Mutual Information (MI) [21] . The essence of feature selection techniques, is that there are some features which are either redundant or irrelevant. Unlike a relevant feature, a redundant feature is one which contributes nothing towards predicting the output variable. A relevant feature can also become redundant if it is strongly correlated with another relevant feature [22] . Other schemes assign weights to terms, as per their individual predictive power on a per document basis, based on the statistical distribution in the labelled training data [23] . Yet another approach for term weighting, is one that utilizes a text classifier (k-nearest neighbor) to iteratively learn the weights of terms. Although the convergence of weights gives the optimal set of weights for term vectors, this scheme faces many problems, including slowness, overfitting and the challenge of finding the global minimum [24] . In [25] the author discusses that the different term weighting schemes vary in a few ways. The first is the presence or absence of a term in a document. Second is the term frequency and third is the document length and collection frequency (Document Frequency). In some studies [1] , [26] , it has been shown that binary term weighting is a superior technique in some text categorization tasks, like sentiment analysis. In [27] , the author used different term weighting schemes, based on variants of term frequency, such as Raw Term Frequency (TF), Inverse Term Frequency (ITF) and log(1+TF). The author concluded that there is no significant difference between the different variants of term frequency based weighting schemes, possibly because they have all been drawn from the same base i.e. Term Frequency (TF). Although TF has been extensively used in the past for the automatic indexing of documents [28] , [29] , [13] , TF cannot ensure effective retrieval, especially when high frequency terms are spread throughout whole corpus. This gave rise to the introduction of Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), which favors those high frequency terms which are concentrated in only a few documents [30] , [31] , [14] , [32] . Based on the above literature, it can be concluded that the term weighting techniques are broadly based on TF, DF and binary representation of features. All other schemes are different variants of these three categories.
III. COMPLEXITIES OF TEXT DATA IN GENERAL AND RU IN PARTICULAR
This section describes the challenges of text data, with special emphasis on RU.
A. VARIABLE LENGTH REVIEWS
The length of documents in a training dataset may be significant in determining the number of informative features [33] . With regards to linguistic properties, three kinds of documents exist in our dataset, short (2738 documents of maximum length 10 words), medium (3598 documents of maximum length 20 words) and long (4664 documents of length greater than 20 words). Short documents clearly present informative and relevant features, which can greatly help in identifying the class they belong to, while subjectivity is difficult to find in medium and long length reviews, as the number of dimensions and noise increases. In medium and long documents, the problem is further aggravated by the human psychology behind how views are presented. People tend to show the opposite opinions to show their politeness, while at the same time emphasizing their opinion [34] . Although the longer documents add richness to vocabulary and provide more informative features, however at the same time such documents do not guarantee higher accuracy [33] .
B. CURSE OF DIMENSIONALITY
The term, ''curse of dimensionality'', was first coined by [35] , while considering problems in dynamic optimization. It refers to the phenomena involved in analyzing and organizing high dimensional data. When the number of dimensions increase, the volume of the feature space increases exponentially and the data becomes sparse. This data sparsity creates problems for all those systems which work on probabilistic models. To produce consistent and reliable results, the amount of data required also increases exponentially with the number of dimensions [35] . The problem of the curse of dimensionality is more pronounced in text data. With increasing number of features, the difficulty to understand the data constituting those features also increases. For example, in the English language there are approximately 171,476 unique words that are in current use. 1 Once these unique words are used in text data in different combinations, they exponentially increase the feature dimension. This problem is further pronounced in our dataset, where there is no set of predefined words and it is further aggravated with the word spelling variation problem, which results in a very high dimension, and requires specialized feature weighting techniques for ML algorithms to extract meaningful information from such high dimensional data.
C. ESTABLISHING THE IMPORTANT FEATURES
Identifying the important features in text data is a challenging task and the important feature extraction techniques vary from application to application. For example, in IR systems, rare occurring terms are considered more important features, while in text summarization the position of words plays a vital role in the identification of key features [36] . In our case, the prime challenge is to identify and emphasize important terms in documents, which can help machine learning algorithms to produce better classification accuracy.
D. PROBLEMS IN ESTABLISHING FEATURE CO-RELATIONSHIPS
Correlated features are features which present the same information, which is helpful in predicting the target label. RU takes its roots from the Urdu language, which has a rich morphology. The problem is further aggravated because of the lack of standards for representing the Urdu language in Latin Script, which gives rise to the problem of user dependent word spelling selections. This lack of standardization and RU spelling variation, gives rise to new features, which could be eliminated in the presence of such standards.
IV. ROMAN URDU SENTIMENT ANALYSIS DATASET (RUSAD)
This section describes the details of the largest ever RU dataset, that was gathered and annotated, for building our Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis System.
A. CONTEXT AND RATIONALE
Sentiment analysis is a subtask of Natural Language Processing (NLP), with a wide range of applications. Most of the corpora developed for sentiment analysis are for the major languages of the world [37] , [38] , [39] . With the invention of high-speed internet and social media, much textual data is being generated worldwide in resource poor languages, like RU, and only a little work has been done on the utilization of such data [42] . We focused on this data and so decided to develop a corpus, which can be used to foster research in the area of sentiment analysis for Roman Urdu. Developing such systems has many applications for the people, industries and businesses of the Indian Subcontinent. For example, based on the sentiment of the people in RU about some product, we can build a system for a business to improve that product.
B. DATA COLLECTION
To collect realistic data, different online blogs and social media were targeted. The selected sites for data collection were ''hamariweb'', ''youtube'', ''dramaonline'', ''facebook'', ''filmy-wap'', ''video.genfk'', ''filmy-wap'', ''vdos.tv'', ''siasat.pk'', ''whatmobile.com'', ''masala.tv'', ''pakistan.web'' and ''twitter''. The data extraction was done using both automatic (through crawler) and manual techniques. The collected data belonged to six different domains and contained four types of reviews i.e. pure English, pure Urdu, RU and a mix of RU and English. Since the focus was to do sentiment analysis for Roman Urdu, therefore only those reviews were kept, and any technical aspects, such as html, were removed.
C. ETHICAL ASPECTS
Information privacy is one of the most important ethical issues of the modern information age [43] , [44] . In the data gathering methodology, the privacy requirements of speakers (individuals who wrote the comments), was our top rank priority and therefore only the reviews which were publicly available and did not require speaker's consent, were used.
D. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE DATA
The RU dataset, named RUSAD, was collected from several domains. Some of the domains, which were closely related with each other (drama, movie and telefilm), were merged together into a single domain (DMT), while keeping the unrelated domains (Politics, mobile reviews (MR), sports and food) as such. The reviews, which did not fall into the above-mentioned domains, were gathered into a Miscellaneous (Misc) domain. At the end, in total, 11000 reviews were annotated and grouped into six different domains. Details of the dataset are in Table 1 .
E. HOW THE DATA IS HELPFUL TO RESEARCH COMMUNITY
We believe that this data will be useful to the research community in the following ways: -1) The data will be freely available to foster new work in Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis. 2) Useful to address the challenges faced in RU, such as the lack of standards for representing RU in Latin Script, that is resultant from word spelling variations, free phrase-order issues and morphological richness. 3) Useful to build Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis System, which can be used in many applications, like Call Centers and Recommender Systems.
F. SIGNIFICANCE OF ROMAN URDU IN THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
In the past few decades, digital technology has substantially reshaped the media and news industries. Social media, weblogs and mobile phone messaging have become a common medium to exchange information, views and opinions. Data from comScore 2 recently revealed that in the U.S., social media accounts for 20% of the total time spent online by people. RU is the Urdu language written in Latin Script. A recent poll conducted by Gallup Pakistan, 3 shows that among those using a cell phone, Urdu in Roman Script is the most used language for sending SMS. 37% claim to use Urdu but in Latin Script, while others (15%) type SMS in Urdu using Arabic Script. 7% send SMS in English, whereas 29% claim to not send SMS to anyone. The remaining 2% gave no response.
V. ALGORITHMS USED
This section describes the algorithms used, and their technical details, for building our Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis System.
A. SELECTION OF ALGORITHMS
The selection of a suitable and precise machine-learning algorithm for a specific task is a critical step. Therefore, in this research, supervised machine learning algorithms, from three different categories, have been selected to establish which category of algorithm would perform well on the task of Sentiment Analysis for Roman Urdu.
B. PROBABILISTIC LEARNING ALGORITHMS
Classifiers, which are built on probability theory, are called probabilistic classifiers. Probabilistic classifiers assign a probability distribution over all classes to which the test observation can belong to, rather than just classifying an observation into ''yes'' or ''no'' [45] . A few examples of probabilistic algorithms are: Linear Discriminant Analysis, Discriminant Correspondence Analysis, Maximum Entropy (ME), Logistic Regression (LR) and Naïve Bayes(NB). For this work, we used LR with C = 1.0 and NB.
C. PERCEPTRON BASED
Perceptron based learning algorithm initially starts with a random set of weights, it then predicts the class of training example, compares the prediction with ground truth, then in the case of an error it updates the weights using a Back Propagation algorithm and repeats the process until it reaches the best set of weights which correctly classifies the maximum set of training examples [46] . Examples include WINNOW Voted Perceptron Pocket Algorithm and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). We used MLP (Artificial Neural Network -ANN) in this work with one hidden layer (100 units and activation = 'relu').
D. ENSEMBLES
In Ensemble methods, a Meta classifier is formed by combining different classifiers [47] , and the prediction of these classifiers are combined by some rules [48] , like majority vote (MV) and weighted majority vote, to classify the unseen data with better accuracy. To build a good ensemble, there are three conditions that the base estimators should meet.
Firstly, the base classifiers should disagree in their predictions on the training set. Secondly, the classification error of each classifier should be less than 50%, and thirdly the errors of each classifier should be independent of the errors of the other classifiers [37] . We used majority voting and weighted voting (wVoting) as an ensemble classifier in this work.
E. MAJORITY VOTING AND WEIGHTED VOTING (wVOTING)
Each classifier assigns a probability to each class when classifying a test example and the class with maximum probability is considered as the final output of that classifier. In majority voting, the prediction of each algorithm for a test example is counted and the class with majority votes is selected as the final prediction for that test example. In wVoting, instead of using the final output of each classifier for a test example, the probabilities of each classifier are averaged class wise. The class with the highest averaged probability becomes the final output of wVoting. For majority voting and wVoting, three standard machine-learning algorithms: LR, NB and ANN were selected.
VI. FEATURES USED
Every speaker uses a specific set of features, which constitutes his writing. These features can be used to identify the intrinsic or extrinsic sentiments present in that writing. These features are broadly divided into three main categories i.e. stylistic based, content based and topic based features. Stylistic features are those features, which depict the ways the punctuations and special characters are arranged to give a specific meaning. Although stylistic features have been used in different works to identify author's traits, like age, gender and income [49] , [50] , these features can also give some meaningful information about the sentiment hidden in the opinion of the speaker. For example, more than one question mark (???) can depict that the speaker is in the emotional state of anger. The content based features are formed by considering the text as a sequence of characters and words. They primarily consist of word level and character level N-gram features. In previous works, they have been used for different text classification tasks, such as author profiling [51] and sentiment analysis [26] . The topic based features, are those features, which can help in identifying the topic and polarity of the document. Since RU is a resource-poor language, we therefore used four different language independent features, namely: word level features, character level features, feature union and stylistic features. Details of each of these features, is given below: - For example, in the sentence ''I go to school'' there are four unigrams, i.e., ''I'', ''go'', ''to'', ''school'', there are five bigrams, i.e. ''<s> I'', ''I go'', ''go to'', ''to school'', ''school </s>'', where <s> is the start and </s> is the end of the sentence, and there are nine uni-bigrams, i.e., ''I'', ''go'', ''to'', ''school'', ''<s> I'', ''I go'', ''go to'', ''to school'', ''school </s>''. To compute the value of each N-gram feature, we have used Feature Presence (FP), feature frequency (counts) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF).
B. CHARACTER LEVEL FEATURES
The character level features used in this work are: bigram, trigram, 4gram, 5gram, and 6gram. In calculating character VOLUME 7, 2019 level N-grams, we considered two variations. First is ''with word boundary'' in which we don't consider space as a character and second is ''without word boundary'' in which space is considered as a character in calculating the character N-gram. For example, the character level bigram for the word ''Play'' using ''with word boundary'' is {Pl, la, ay} and ''without word boundary'' is {_P, Pl, la, ay, y_}.
C. FEATURE UNION
In feature union, we have combined different word level and character level features to improve our results. For example, the uni-bi-tri word level feature can be combined with the character level 5gram feature.
D. STYLISTIC FEATURES
Different stylistic features, like punctuation marks, emoticons and emojis have been used in this work. Table 2 summaries the four term weighting schemes used in our experiments. These include a normal raw term frequency, binary weighting scheme, TFIDF and DFST (our proposed technique). Among them, binary weighting is the simplest scheme and has been shown to outperform in state of the art works [52] , [26] . Raw term frequency has been used for many years in automatic indexing environments [13] , [28] , [29] . TFIDF has its deep roots in information retrieval and can be obtained by the product of term frequency and inverse document frequency [15] , [30] , [31] , [32] . DFST is a new term weighting technique, which identifies the discriminative terms, based on TUC, and spams them to increase their discriminative power.
VII. TERM WEIGHTING SCHEMES

VIII. DISCRIMINATIVE FEATURE SPAMMING TECHNIQUE (DFST)
This section describes the proposed scheme, which exploits the term utility criteria to establish the distinctive terms and then spams them to further boost their discriminative power.
The details of this technique are as follows: -
A. TERM UTILITY CRITERIA (TUC)
An effective feature weighting scheme should assign higher weights to the most relevant terms, and lessen or leave the weight unchanged, for those features which are nondistinctive. We define a modified [53] TUC to establish the discriminative power of a term in Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis, according to the following: 1) A term frequently occurring in only a single class is a distinctive term. 2) A term rarely occurring in only a single class is a distinctive term. 3) A term frequently occurring in one class but rarely occurring in other classes is a distinctive term. In this paper, we apply only conditions (1) and (2) and assume all other terms are non-distinctive.
B. FORMAL DEFINITION
This section describes our DFST for RUSA. The idea behind DFST is simple but intuitive. The first step is to identify the discriminative features, as outlined in TUC (See section VIII-A). After the identification, the distinctive features are spammed [59] , according to a user defined hyperparameter, called the spamming factor, while keeping the weights of all other features in place. A more formal definition of DFST is given below:
Let us define the training set by a set of documents (reviews) of the form:
where d i represents a particular document in the training set T and the cardinality (|T|) of T is M, that represents the total number of documents in the training set. M = |N| + | P|, where N is a set of all negative documents and P is the set of all positive documents in training set T. Let Pv define the vocabulary of set P and Nv define the vocabulary of set N.
Now, we define a membership function µ for any set S as µ s, such that:
µ s (t) = 1 implies that term t is a member of set S, while µ s (t) = 0 shows that term t is not a member of set S. So, using equation 4, we define a membership function for set Pv and the set Nv as: We define the relative complement set C (Nv -Pv) of set Pv with respect to set Nv and the relative complement set D (Pv -Nv) of set Nv with respect to set Pv as:
We define a super set E by combining equations 7 and 8 as E = C U D. Now we calculate the weight for each term, as follows:
where d z ∈ T, t u is a term in document d z . α is a global hyperparameter called the spamming factor, which requires careful tuning to get optimal results on a particular dataset (this is investigated later in section X). w u is the raw term frequency of term t u in document d z .
IX. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the proposed methodology. First of all, we gathered the largest ever dataset of Roman Urdu and annotated it using a multi annotator methodology. After that, two major studies were performed with extensive experimentations under diverse feature sets (see section VI) to improve the prediction accuracy of different classifiers (see section V). The first study analyzed the impact of stylistic features, case normalization, and proper tokenization on classification accuracy, by using binary weighting, raw frequency and TFIDF term weighting techniques. In the second study, we propose a novel DFST (see section VIII) which identifies the distinctive features, based on TUC, and spams those features locally in the document, while keeping all other features and their weights in place. To the best of our knowledge, no such technique has been proposed before, which uses spamming of distinctive features to improve the term weight representation and to facilitate algorithms to learn more effective and accurate relationships between the input and output variables from training data and thereby improve their prediction accuracy. To conduct the experiments and compare the results of standard term weighting techniques with the proposed technique, RUSAD (see section IV) was divided into two disjoint subsets: training and testing. To lessen the effect of variance in the dataset, thirty iterations were performed for each experiment. In each iteration, the dataset was randomly divided into training (80%) and testing (20%) sets and the average accuracy of thirty iterations per experiment is reported in Section X. Besides the average accuracy, we also computed the maximum accuracy, minimum accuracy and standard deviation of the thirty iterations.
Although the dataset consists of six different domains, all the experiments were performed on the consolidated dataset (11000 Reviews). 
X. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the detailed results and analysis of the two studies mentioned in section IX. The first study has been further subdivided into six subcategories. Table 3 shows the results of the first subcategory, where all the words in the dataset were considered and tokenized, and feature creation was performed on word level and character level features. Initially, only words were selected as features, because the idea was that the words best represent emotions and should be enough to get outperforming accuracy, on the task of sentiment analysis. After that we selected character level features, because it is well known that for languages like RU, where word standardization is an issue, character level features outperform word level features 5 [55] . Overall, we performed extensive experiments on word level N-grams, including unigram, bigram, uni-bigram and uni-bi-trigram using FP and Freq based weighting techniques. After this, comprehensive experiments were performed on character based N-grams, where we considered 2gram, 3gram, 4gram, 5gram and 6gram features, using both the ''with word boundary'' (WWB) and ''without word boundary'' (WOWB) conditions. Table 3 shows the results of the best performing features from word and character level. This paper uses these as a baseline and the best result of this subcategory was recognized as the baseline result (81.39%).For compactness, Table 4 shows the acronyms used for representing different features in the following tables of the two studies. Table 5 shows the results of the second subcategory, where all the words in the dataset were considered and tokenized, and features were formed, by combining the word and character level features. The results show that almost all the algorithms performed best with the binary weighting feature representation technique for feature 5b, where the highest accuracy of 82.16 was achieved by wVoting. The results also show, that overall the standard machine learning algorithms performed better on almost all the features which were represented, when using the binary weighting technique. This result is in line with state-of-the-art work in sentiment analysis [26] . The second subcategory could reduce the error rate 6 by 4.14% from the base line. Table 6 shows the results of the third subcategory, in which the words were case normalized and the features combined the word and character level features. The main reason for conducting experiments for this subcategory, was the study of error analysis in which different cases for a single word were observed. For example, different variations of a single word ''hai'' ( -is) are observed in the data as ''hai'', ''HAI'', ''Hai'', ''HAi'', ''hAi''. Therefore, we merged the case to see its impact on accuracies. Table 6 shows that the third subcategory improved the prediction accuracy from the baseline and the second subcategory. The possible reason for this increase in accuracy, could be that by merging the case, the algorithms are presented with a reduced feature space and hence their confidence of predicting the individual test 6 Error Rate is calculated as (((Old error -New error)/Old error) * 100) examples increased. The third subcategory could reduce the error rate by 6.72% from the base line and an error rate by 2.69% from the second subcategory.
Before this, we have only considered words as features. Table 7 shows the result of the forth subcategory, where along with words, we introduced the stylistic components as features, and then combined them with different word and character level features. Although the performance of the binary feature weighting is still consistent with the previous results, but after the introduction of the stylistic components, wVoting outperforms using feature 5c. If we observe the results more critically, we can see that in the char 5, character 6 and character 5, 6 category features, binary weighting still outperformed with almost all of the standard machine learning algorithms, including wVoting, which maintains the superiority of the binary weighting scheme over the raw frequency scheme. Overall, the introduction of stylistic components as features could reduce the error rate by 7.79% from the baseline and by 1.15% from the third subcategory. After introducing the stylistic components as features, we observed an issue with the tokenization. For example, ''kya???'' and ''kya???hai'' were considered as two different features, in fact if properly tokenized, they should have merged into their base features i.e. ''kya'', ''???'' and ''hai'' and should not have any existence in the feature matrix as separate features. But due to wrong tokenization, such terms were appearing as separate features, thus increasing the feature space. We identified this problem and wrote a custom tokenizer. 7 After proper tokenization, the issue was resolved and the feature space was reduced by merging all such features into their base feature forms. Table 8 shows the results of the fifth subcategory of experiments. It can be clearly observed that all the results of this phase outperformed all previous results, with wVoting crossing the boundary of 83% accuracy. The results are still consistent with the previous results, with regards to the feature weighting technique. Overall, by properly tokenizing the data, we could reduce the error rate by 9.13% from the baseline and by 1.46% from the best achieved results of the previous subcategories. Table 9 shows the results of the sixth subcategory, where we tested another feature weighting technique: TFIDF [56] , [57] , [14] . Based on the working principle of TFIDF, we selected three term frequency based features (5c, 6c and 56c) for experimentation and further analysis. While discussing the result of Table 9 , it can be observed that TFIDF outperforms both of the term weighting schemes: Binary Weighting Scheme and Raw Frequency Scheme, while using feature 5c. It is also pertinent to mention that all of the three standard machine learning algorithms, outperformed all their previous results.
Overall, by using TFID on properly tokenized data, we could reduce the error rate by 9.72% from the baseline and 7 A tokenizer was written in python, which performed character level analysis of the whole data and separated the words from the special characters, emoticons and emojis. by 0.65% from the best achieved results of all the previous subcategories.
In the second study, we used DFST (see section VIII) for experimentation to show its impact on the RUSA task and compared its performance with the previous feature weighting techniques. Like TFIDF, based on the working principle of DFST, all frequency based features (5c, 6c and 56c) were used for evaluation. Tables 10, 11 and 12 show the results of features 5c, 6c and 56c respectively for different values of α. As shown in the results, DFST outperformed all other feature weighting techniques in all the experiments. While evaluating the performance of the individual algorithms, it was observed that the performance of each algorithm reached its peak value and then started decreasing after some specific value of α. Further analysis reveals that the overall wVoting results improved with increasing values of α, until α reaches the value 6, after which accuracy starts decreasing. In addition, the best results were obtained by wVoting using feature 6c at α = 6, after which algorithms started overfitting and started to lose their prediction confidence over individual test examples. Overall, by introducing this novel feature weighting technique i.e., DFST for Roman Urdu Sentiment Analysis, we could cross the boundary of 84% accuracy and reduce the error rate by 18.75% from the baseline and by 10% from the best achieved results of the last study. A consolidated comparison of the results (accuracies on y-axis) of wVoting using three features (5c, 6c and 56c) over different values of α (x-axis) can be seen in the graph shown in figure 1 .
An interesting conclusion that can be drawn from both studies, is that the correct feature selection is helpful in improving the accuracy of any algorithm. This conclusion is in line with a state-of-the-art work [11] , where the author concludes that choosing an appropriate term weighting scheme is more important than tuning the kernel function of SVM in a text categorization task. Table 13 summarizes the effects achieved by performing the different studies, on reduction of error rate from baseline and previous studies. To see if the improvement was also statistically significant, we applied t-tests on the obtained results. On comparing the results of t-tests (significance level 0.05) of the two studies, it was observed that the best result obtained in each study was statistically significant from the baseline. In addition, we also applied t-tests on the best results of different term weighting techniques and compared them with the results of the proposed DFST, and found that the results obtained by DFST are statistically significant.
XI. CONCLUSION
The primary function of a term weighting scheme in information retrieval and text categorization, is to enhance the retrieval effectiveness and to increase prediction accuracy. In this work, we performed two major studies, using the largest ever dataset of RU, to compare the effectiveness of different term weighing schemes on the task of sentiment analysis. In the first study, we saw the impact of three different term weighting schemes, taken from the information retrieval field, on prediction accuracies: Binary term weighting, Raw frequency weighting and TFIDF. Keeping in view the challenges of the data under consideration, we developed a custom tokenizer, which helped to more accurately represent text data and thereby improved prediction accuracy. In the second study, we presented a novel DFST which identifies the distinctive terms, based on TUC, and then spams them to further increase their importance. The results show that our scheme outperforms state of the art feature weighting schemes. After critically analyzing the results, we found conclusions that were mostly in line with the state-of-the-art work in the field of text categorization. The main conclusion, is that using an appropriate and effective term weighting scheme increases the prediction effectiveness of the machine learning algorithms. In addition, t-tests show that the improvements made are statistically significant. A potential path for future work, includes considering the features present only in the negative set, the features present only in the positive set, and considering the features which are rare in the positive class, but are frequent in the negative, and vice versa, and to also analyze the impact of the presented scheme on a per domain basis. His research interests include the development of computational intelligence-based techniques for decision analytics and their application to real world problems in diverse domains, and cyber security and logistics. In this context, he has contributed to several disciplines, including genetic-based machine learning, evolutionary optimization, and evolutionary game theory.
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